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We have investigated the dissolution of a natural oxide layer on a Nb�110� surface upon heating,
combining x-ray reflectivity, grazing incidence diffuse scattering, and core-level spectroscopy. The
natural oxide reduces after heating to 145 °C partially from Nb2O5 to NbO2, and an enrichment in
subsurface interstitial oxygen by �70% in a depth of 100 Å is observed. After heating to 300 °C,
the oxide reduces to NbO and the surplus subsurface oxygen gets dissolved into the bulk. Our
approach can be applied for further investigation of the effect of subsurface interstitial oxygen on
the performance of niobium rf cavities. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2889474�

X-ray free electron lasers and the future International
Linear Collider project are based on the performance of
niobium superconducting rf cavities for efficient particle
acceleration �“cold technology”�. High accelerating fields
��30 MV /m� and a low residual resistance of the material
are prerequisites for lower running costs; as a result, consid-
erable efforts have been made in the past years to enhance
the rf performance of niobium cavities. A remarkable in-
crease of the rf accelerating field has been achieved by low-
temperature annealing �below 150 °C for several hours�.1–3

The microscopic origin of this effect has remained unclear;
however, it has been argued that a redistribution of subsur-
face interstitial oxygen within the penetration depth of the rf
field into niobium �typically 500 Å� is involved. Interstitial
oxygen has, indeed, a strong influence on the conduction
properties of Nb, as it decreases the critical temperature
for superconductivity by 0.93 K /at. % O.4,5 From recent
core-level spectroscopy experiments on polycrystalline
samples6,7 and Nb�100� single crystals,8 it was deduced that
the oxide layer progressively dissolves upon heating
�150–500 °C�, with oxygen release into the bulk. High con-
centrations of interstitial oxygen have been reported at the
niobium/oxide interface for Nb�110� films oxidized above
100 °C in air,9 for a Nb�110� single crystal after high-
temperature ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� annealing,10 and for
polycrystalline, high residual resistivity ratio Nb ratio
samples in a recent atom probe tomography study.11 The mi-
croscopic mechanism of the oxide layer dissolution and its
connection to the formation of subsurface interstitial oxygen
are not yet well understood.

In this project, we have carried out detailed in situ x-ray
investigations on the structure of the oxide layer, its chemical
composition, and the formation of subsurface interstitial oxy-
gen for different thermal treatments applied on a Nb�110�
single crystal oxidized under atmospheric conditions. For the
unambiguous monitoring of subsurface interstitial oxygen,
we exploited the fact that interstitial oxygen, which occupies
octahedral sites in the niobium lattice, gives rise to strong
local distortions of the host lattice,12 as shown in Fig. 1.

Niobium exhibits, as all bcc metals do, an intrinsic instability
toward the � phase, which is manifested in the deep mini-
mum of the phonon dispersion curve at q*= 2

3 �1,1 ,1�. It has
been shown that the strong oxygen-induced local lattice dis-
tortions couple to this anisotropic softness of the lattice,
thereby producing pronounced maxima of the distortion-
mediated diffuse x-ray scattering at q* �Fig. 3�a��.13 As we
will demonstrate in what follows, the monitoring and quan-
titative analysis of these diffuse maxima by grazing inci-
dence diffuse x-ray scattering allow us to obtain a detailed
picture of the emergence of interstitial oxygen close to the
niobium surface.

The Nb�110� single crystals were oriented better than
0.1°, mechanically polished, and subsequently annealed
above 2100 °C in UHV.14 Afterward, the samples were oxi-
dized 6–10 h under ambient conditions. The extended x-ray
reflectivity and grazing incidence diffuse x-ray scattering
studies were carried out at the MPI-MF beam line at the
Angstrmquelle Karlsruhe �ANKA�, Germany,15 at a photon
energy of 8.984 keV. The core-level measurements were
conducted at the beamline I311 at MAX-Lab in Lund,
Sweden.16 For all studies, the samples were mounted in a
dedicated UHV chamber allowing in situ annealing �all mea-
surements have been carried out at room temperature �RT��.

We first present the results from x-ray reflectivity and
core-level spectroscopy, which provides us with detailed in-
formation on the temperature evolution of the different oxide
layers. The temperature evolution of the specular x-ray re-
flectivity and the deduced electron density profiles are shown
in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. Both sets of data, for the
natural oxide formed after 10 h in air at RT and after heating
to 145 °C, can be fitted best using a three layer model,17

which is compatible with a sequence of Nb2O5, NbO2, and
NbO, from the surface to the metal/oxide interface. The total
thickness of the natural oxide is 20.3 Å, with individual
Nb2O5, NbO2, and NbO thicknesses equal, respectively, to
10.2, 6.7, and 3.4 Å �error bar of �1 Å�. The typical inter-
facial roughness is 2–4 Å.

After heating at 145 °C �5 h, UHV�, the total thickness
of the oxide has decreased to 18.8 Å. The main effect of the
annealing is the reduction of the Nb2O5 thickness to 7.9 Å,a�Electronic mail: stierle@mf.mpg.de.
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leading to a slight thickening of the NbO2 layer to 7.4 Å. An
increase of the Nb2O5 electron density by 10% is observed.
All interfacial roughnesses stay nearly constant. The oxygen
release due to the partial oxide reduction is estimated as
�0.6 ML Nb�110� equivalents. After heating at 300 °C
�50 min, UHV�, the Nb2O5 and NbO2 layers reduced com-
pletely into a 8.6 Å thick NbO layer. This corresponds to an
overall oxygen release of �5 ML equivalents. Complemen-
tary grazing incidence x-ray diffraction �not discussed here�
confirms the formation of an epitaxial �111� oriented NbO
layer.

The Nb 3d core-level spectra are shown in Fig. 2�c�. The
major components are assigned to Nb2O5, NbO2, and NbO
located, respectively, at �5.5, 4, and 1.4 eV �Ref. 18� above
the niobium metal binding energy.8,10,19–21 Additional com-
ponents from atoms at the interfaces between the different
layers are included.22 Nb2O5, the highest and most stable
oxidation state of niobium under ambient conditions, pre-
dominates for the natural oxide. After heating at 145 °C, the
oxide reduces progressively from Nb2O5 to NbO2. At
300 °C, both Nb2O5 and NbO2 decompose nearly entirely
into NbO, showing similar behavior as reported on
polycrystalline6,7 and Nb�100� single crystal8 surfaces. The
changes in the core-level spectra are fully consistent with the
layer transformations observed by the reflectivity measure-
ments.

We now turn to the study of interstitial oxygen forma-
tion. It is known that niobium does not release oxygen in
UHV below 1600 °C.24,25 In turn, oxygen released by the
oxide reduction necessarily gets dissolved into niobium
across the niobium/oxide interface. For its nondestructive in

situ detection, we exploit the aforementioned strong diffuse
x-ray scattering maxima at q* as quantitative fingerprints
�see Fig. 3�a��. Assuming randomly distributed defects with
concentration c, the diffuse intensity ID can be written as
ID�q��c�1−c�S�q� �S�q� is the square of the scattering am-
plitude of a single defect�, which can be calculated.12,13 Fig-

ure 3�c� shows the measured line scans along the �11̄1� di-
rection in grazing incidence scattering geometry as a
function of the annealing temperature. The glancing angles
�incident: 0.31°; exit: 1°� were set to obtain an information
depth of �100 Å.26,27 These experiments unravel the emer-
gence of diffuse scattering characteristic for the injection of
interstitial oxygen into the niobium lattice. In Fig. 3�b�, the
decomposition of the RT data is plotted. The observed two
diffuse maxima arise at the expected q* positions. Also vis-
ible are additional contributions from epitaxial NbO2 �Ref.
28� and NbO.29 The in-plane scans have been fitted using the
calculated structure factors for oxygen interstitials12 and in-
cluding RT thermal diffuse scattering, the thermal Debye–
Waller factor, Compton scattering, and four oxide compo-
nents taking the NbO2 and NbO signals into account. The
evolution of the diffuse x-ray scattering intensity around q*

= 4
3 �1, 1̄ ,1� obtained from the fits is shown in Fig. 3�d�.

Interestingly, we note that the diffuse intensity increases
by �70% after heating the sample to 145 °C �5 h, UHV�,30

which clearly shows a subsurface interstitial oxygen enrich-
ment within the first 100 Å.31 From the amount of oxygen
released in the first heating step �about 0.6 ML�, we can
estimate as an upper limit that the average concentration of
oxygen within a depth of 100 Å is increasing by �1.5 at. %.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Left: Schematic view of the sur-
face of a niobium single crystal oxidized under ambient
conditions, its natural layered oxide, and subsurface in-
terstitial oxygen. For comparison, the penetration depth
of the rf field is shown. Right: Niobium lattice distor-
tions in the local neighborhood of interstitial oxygen on
octahedral sites �Ref. 12�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� X-ray reflectivity data �open circles� with fits �solid lines� from a Nb�110� single crystal oxidized for 10 h in air at RT, after heating
at 145 °C �5 h, UHV� and 300 °C �50 min, UHV�. Dashed curve: Best fit of the 300 °C data without oxide layer, which cannot describe the data. �b� Electron
density profiles along the surface normal obtained from the fits �see text for details�. �c� Core-level Nb 3d3/2–5/2 spectra �open circles� with fits �solid lines�
measured on Nb�110� oxidized for 6 h in air at RT, after 145 °C �3 h, UHV� and 300 °C �30 min, UHV� �photon energy of 650 eV, normal emission angle�.
In �a� and �c�, the scans are offset in the y direction.
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At 300 °C, we observe that the NbO2 signal is not detectable
anymore, while the NbO�220� Bragg peak gets very pro-
nounced, both in agreement with the reflectivity and core-
level results. In parallel, the diffuse scattering signal from
interstitial oxygen is decreasing drastically. We conclude that
oxygen gets dissolved by enhanced diffusion into the bulk.31

In summary, we have provided a direct insight into the
subsurface region of oxidized Nb�110� and its evolution
upon heating. We could detect unambiguous scattering sig-
nals from subsurface interstitial oxygen, exploiting the dif-
fuse x-ray scattering from the characteristic local lattice dis-
tortions occurring around interstitial oxygen defects in
niobium. We found that the natural oxide formed after atmo-
spheric pressure oxidation at RT is constituted of Nb2O5,
NbO2, and epitaxial NbO. It reduces progressively upon
heating, from Nb2O5 to NbO2 at 145 °C and to NbO at
300 °C. After heating to 145 °C, the partial dissolution of
the oxide layer leads to a net enrichment of the interstitial
oxygen concentration in the first 100 Å underneath the sur-
face. We conclude from this study that the oxygen distribu-
tion and its chemical/physical state in the surface and sub-
surface regime of niobium are highly sensitive to the thermal
treatments applied. We have demonstrated that the amount of
subsurface interstitial oxygen is a sensible balance between
the oxygen release from the oxide reduction and the oxygen
diffusion into the niobium bulk. In this work, we have pro-
vided a first insight into the interplay between oxide
formation/dissolution and the occurrence of interstitial oxy-
gen. We have presented a convenient x-ray technique that

can be applied for further investigation of samples prepared
under production conditions of niobium rf cavities.
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FIG. 3. �Color� �a� Reciprocal space map of the Nb�110� plane: the circles
locate the interstitial oxygen-induced diffuse scattering at q*= 2

3 �1,1 ,1� and
equivalent positions. �b� Grazing incidence diffuse scattering measured after

RT ambient pressure oxidation along the �11̄1� direction �open squares:
polarization corrected data�. The main components of the fit �solid line� are

plotted: calculated diffuse peaks around q*= 2
3 �1, 1̄ ,1� and 4

3 �1, 1̄ ,1� �red
curves�; NbO2�400�, �800�, and �12 00� peaks �dashed curves�. �c� Tempera-
ture dependence of the grazing incidence diffuse scattering �open squares�
and fits �solid lines�, after oxidation for 10 h in air at RT, after heating at
145 °C �5 h, UHV� and at 300 °C �50 min, UHV�. �d� Temperature evolu-
tion of the interstitial oxygen-induced diffuse intensity around q*

= 4
3 �1, 1̄ ,1�.
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